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Welcome to the first edition of “Being better informed”, 
our quarterly FS regulatory, accounting and audit 
bulletin, which aims to keep you up to speed with 
significant developments and their implications across 
all the financial services sectors. 

 

Madhukar Shenoy 
Lead Partner 
FS Middle East Regulatory Practice 

The banking and capital market regulators within the 
Middle East region, particularly those within GCC, 
continue to make good progress in aligning their 
regulatory frameworks to global standards. These 
standards are largely set by the Financial Stability 
Board (FSB), the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision (BCBS), and International Organisation 
of Securities Commission (IOSCO).  

Insurance regulators have adapted to International 
Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) standards 
somewhat at a slower pace in the region. 

GCC central banks have all announced their rules, 
plans or draft approach papers to implement Basel 
III. Basel III has increased the demands for capital 
and transformed the business models of banks 
internationally, particularly in Europe and the USA. 
GCC banks generally hold more Tier 1 capital and 
common equity so reaching higher minimum capital 
ratios will present less of a challenge, but the capital 
definition requirements will impact our region most. 
The Basel III liquidity standards, in the form of the 
LCR and NSFR, require banks to think through the 
funding strategy from a structural sense as well as 
from a shorter term liquidity management 
perspective.  

Saudi Arabia announced its Basel III plans in 2012 
and issued the associated rules on time. Kuwait, 
Oman, Bahrain, Qatar and UAE have either issued the 
rules more recently or have outlined their plans and 
roadmaps.  

In this bulletin we bring to you insights into some of 
the current changes to regulatory frameworks. We 

also cover some of the global and European regulatory 
issues that we feel are relevant to the region. If you are 
a regional player with interactions or ambition to do 
business on a cross border basis, you may find these 
international developments useful.  

This bulletin is not meant to be comprehensive; 
however we will endeavour to increase coverage in 
relation to the significant regulator announcements in 
the financial services. 

Lastly, your feedback is important t0 us so we can 
continue to make this bulletin more meaningful to its 
readers.   
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How to read this bulletin? 

Review the Table of Contents and relevant 
Sector sections to identify the news of 
interest. We recommend you go directly to 
the topic/article of interest by clicking in the 
active links within the table of contents. 
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Middle East 
announcements 

Capital and liquidity 
Basel III and Islamic finance 

The Secretary-General of the IFSB 
underlined the implications of Basel III 
on Islamic finance in a speech on 18 
June 2014. He confirmed that the IFSB 
is reviewing Sharia requirements and 
the balance sheets of institutions 
offering Islamic financial services 
(IIFS) against the proposed Basel 
liquidity parameters so that these 
specificities are fully considered in the 
calculation of ratios. 

The IFSB are concerned with three 
factors hampering the performance and 
competitiveness of IIFS vis-à-vis 
conventional financial institutions. 
These factors are: 

 a shortage of Sharia-compliant 
securities  

 the lack of active Sukuk trading 

 a lack of a reliable Sharia-
compliant deposit insurance 
scheme.  

The shortage or unavailability of 
Sharia-compliant securities/Sukuk in 
many jurisdictions compels IIFS to 

maintain a higher level of cash and 
non-earning liquid assets than 
conventional institutions. In those 
jurisdictions where Sharia-compliant 
securities/Sukūk are available, the lack 
of an active trading or repurchase 
(repo) market remains an ongoing 
problem. More generally, the IFSB note 
that in the majority of jurisdictions 
there is a lack of Sharia compliant 
lenders of last resort to protect the 
soundness and stability of IIFS in 
situations of serious liquidity stress. 

In most jurisdictions deposits and 
profit sharing investment accounts of 
the IIFS are not covered by a reliable 
Sharia-compliant deposit insurance 
scheme.  

UAE announce new capital and 
liquidity rules 

The UAE Central Bank announced 
plans to introduce new rules on 
liquidity and a consultation on a new 
Basel III capital regime on 8 June 
2014. The new rules on capital will 
include requirements for enhanced 
capital, the application of a new 
leverage ratio and a shift in definition 
of capital which places greater 
emphasis on paid-up capital, retained 
earnings and disclosed reserves. The 
central bank plans to publish the 

liquidity rules and the capital 
consultation in the second half of 2014. 

CBK approves Basel III 
implementation 

The Governor of the CBK, Dr 
Mohammad Y. Al-Hashel, announced 
the implementation of Basel III capital 
adequacy standard by Kuwaiti banks 
on 1 February 2014. 

The Basel III capital adequacy 
standards include key amendments to 
the Basel II standards, primarily an 
increase in the CET1 ratio of required 
regulatory capital, a redefinition of 
acceptable regulatory capital and the 
introduction of leverage and liquidity 
ratios. 

The Basel Committee also recommends 
the introduction of a capital 
conservation buffer, minimum common 
equity ratios, a countercyclical capital 
buffer, stricter conditions and terms for 
the tier 2 capital, and removal of tier 3 
capital. 

In line with BCBS recommendations, 
CBK will follow a phased in approach 
over an implementation horizon that 
started 1 January 2013 and ends 1 
January 2019, giving banks a grace 
period for a gradual build-up of the 
required capital, in both quality and 
quantity, to avoid any credit shrinkage 

CBK’s board of directors also approved 
an increase in the minimum capital 
adequacy ratio requirement for Kuwaiti 
banks from 12 per cent to 12.5 per cent 
effective from 2015 and to 13 per cent 
by 2016.  

SAMA approves capital increase 

SAMA approved some applications 
from insurance companies to raise 
their capital on 24 April 2014. The 
authority’s main requirement to 
process the application is a five year 
detailed plan and financial projection. 
Ten companies applied for capital 
increase to SAMA. Of those: 

 two companies received approval 

to raise capital 

 five companies received initial 

approval 

 three companies were rejected. 

SAMA requires the two approved 
companies to implement their capital 
raising plan as described in the 
application. The five companies that 
received initial approval are required to 
meet further requirements before being 
granted the final approval. 

The remaining three companies were 
eligible to reapply provided they meet 
SAMA’s recommendations. 

http://www.ifsb.org/preess_full.php?id=269&submit=more
http://www.centralbank.ae/en/pdf/reports/FinancialStabilityReport2013.pdf
http://www.centralbank.ae/en/pdf/reports/FinancialStabilityReport2013.pdf
http://www.centralbank.ae/en/pdf/reports/FinancialStabilityReport2013.pdf
file:///C:/Users/907714/Documents/:%20http:/new.cbk.gov.kw/en/cbk-news/announcements-and-press-releases/press-releases.jsp
file:///C:/Users/907714/Documents/:%20http:/new.cbk.gov.kw/en/cbk-news/announcements-and-press-releases/press-releases.jsp
http://www.sama.gov.sa/sites/samaen/News/Pages/news14350624.aspx
http://www.sama.gov.sa/sites/samaen/News/Pages/news14350624.aspx
http://www.sama.gov.sa/sites/samaen/News/Pages/news14350624.aspx
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CBB changes the prudential handbook 

The CBB made three significant 
changes to Bahrain’s prudential 
handbooks through Q2 2014.  

The central bank consulted on a new 
draft version of Volume 2 (Islamic 
Banks) Module CA (Capital Adequacy) 
to come into effect 1 January 2015. The 
main changes are to the definitions of 
Capital Adequacy in Module CA-1 and 
CA-2 on a solo and on a consolidated 
basis. There are new sections in CA-3 
on Qard, Wakala and Commodity 
Murabaha. There are several sections 
on the treatment of exposures made 
under profit-sharing modes and real 
estate. There are some minor changes 
on the treatment of certain 
securitisations and investments. The 
consultation closed 15 May 2014. 

The CBB also published changes in the 
section FC-1.7 “Enhanced Due 
Diligence”. Banks and investment firms 
are now required to enhance their 
customer due diligence and obtain a list 
of the beneficial owner of the funds. 
The consultation closed 20 May 2014. 

The central bank consulted on new 
rules for microfinance institutions in 
Volume 5 “Specialised Licensee” for the 
module RM (Risk management). The 
consultation paper covered rules 

around ‘principles of business’, CBB 
reporting requirements, auditors and 
accounting standards and ‘high level 
controls’. The consultation closed 18 
June 2014. 

Sukuk channel into Middle East 

Peter Pang, Deputy Chief Executive of 
the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, 
highlighted how Sukuk can be a viable 
fund-raising tool and an attractive 
investment instrument in his speech at 
the BIS conference on Islamic finance 
22 April 2014. Pang encouraged the 
audience that issuing Sukuk will help 
gain access to the large pool of liquidity 
in the Middle East where investors are 
progressively looking for Shariah-
compliant assets. He underlined efforts 
to promote market awareness of 
Islamic finance in Hong Kong.  

Consumer protection 
Doha helps modernise financial sector 

On 17 May 2014 the QCB announced it 
will set up a deposit insurance 
framework that will include a Shariah-
compliant scheme. The scheme is part 
of a strategic plan for Qatar's financial 
sector developed by the country's three 
regulatory bodies – Qatar Central Bank, 
Qatar Financial Markets Authority and 
Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory 

Authority - which aim to implement by 
2016. 

The scheme will be primarily 
established under central bank law. 

The Shariah compliant equivalent to 
deposit insurance is designed to protect 
clients placing funds with Islamic 
banks.  Other GCC countries including 
Bahrain, Kuwait and Jordan have 
already developed such schemes. 

UAE credit bureau ready to start 

The UAE’s federal credit bureau 
formally started operations following 
cabinet resolution on 18 May 2014. 

The new credit bureau helps banks 
gather background information on 
potential borrowers to accelerate their 
internal approval processes and 
minimise risk of default. Government 
agencies, banks, commercial and 
professional establishments, 
cooperative associations and UAE 
registered foreign companies are 
among the entities that can request and 
obtain credit information from the 
bureau. 

A credit information report from the 
bureau will include any information 
regarding default payments or refusal 
to pay and will only cover the period 
specified by the credit report request. 

Any judicial decisions issued against 
the borrower will also be included. 
However the report will not include the 
value of mortgaged assets or any 
investments made by the borrower with 
the service provider. 

QFCRA amends controller framework 

The QFCRA implemented new and 
final rules of the Controller 
Framework which came into effect on 1 
February 2014.  

There are three amendments to the 
Controller Framework of the general 
rules. The first amendment is requiring 
controller band threshold approval. If a 
controller seeks to move from one band 
to the next, they would require 
approval. Those thresholds exist 
between 10% and 24%, between 24% 
and 49%, between 49% and 74% and 
over 74%. 

The second amendment is to the Letter 
of Comfort. A Letter of Comfort is 
required if a controller shareholder 
seeks to increase from 49% or 74% of 
the shareholding threshold to confirm 
that they are capable and willing to 
supports the firm. 

The third amendment is to systems, 

controls and reports. Authorised firms 

are required to submit reports and 

http://www.cbb.gov.bh/assets/Consultations/SecondConsultationletterBasel3ModuleCAVolume124april2014.pdf
http://www.cbb.gov.bh/assets/Consultations/SecondConsultationletterBasel3ModuleCAVolume124april2014.pdf
http://www.cbb.gov.bh/assets/Consultations/Cover%20Letter_%20EDFIS_%20Module%20FC_20%20April%202014.pdf
http://www.cbb.gov.bh/assets/Consultations/Cover%20Letter_%20EDFIS_%20Module%20FC_20%20April%202014.pdf
http://www.cbb.gov.bh/assets/Consultations/Volume%205_Consultation%20letter_MFIs_Module%20RM_May%202014.pdf
http://www.cbb.gov.bh/assets/Consultations/Volume%205_Consultation%20letter_MFIs_Module%20RM_May%202014.pdf
http://www.bis.org/review/r140422e.htm
http://www.qfcra.com/en-us/publications/Strategic_Plan/indexe8ba.html?page=implementing-a-deposit-protection-regime
http://www.qfcra.com/en-us/publications/Strategic_Plan/indexe8ba.html?page=implementing-a-deposit-protection-regime
http://www.sheikhmohammed.ae/vgn-ext-templating/v/index.jsp?vgnextoid=454d4568c9bf5410VgnVCM1000003f64a8c0RCRD&vgnextchannel=063e4c8631cb4110VgnVCM100000b0140a0aRCRD&vgnextfmt=default&date=1400427230863&type=sheikh
http://www.complinet.com/net_file_store/new_rulebooks/q/f/QFCRA_RM2014-1.pdf
http://www.complinet.com/net_file_store/new_rulebooks/q/f/QFCRA_RM2014-1.pdf
http://www.complinet.com/net_file_store/new_rulebooks/q/f/QFCRA_RM2014-1.pdf
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maintain systems and control which 

allows them to: 

 monitor controller shareholder 

position 

 make required applications for 

approval 

 prevent shareholding increases 

across band thresholds from being 

registered without approval from 

the QFCRA. 

The QFCRA first consulted on changes 

to the Controller Framework for 

authorized firms on 1 October 2013.  

IMF reports 
IMF applauds UAE 

The IMF discussed further 
strengthening of the UAE’s financial 
sector stability in its Article IV 
Consultation Concluding Statement 
released 27 May 2014.  Against the 
backdrop of a strengthening economic 
recovery, discussions focused on 
pursuing appropriate macroeconomic 
policies, mitigating potential risks from 
real estate and Government-Related 
Entities.  

The IMF felt a continued focus on 
addressing potential risks stemming 
from the real estate market will be 
important, adding that further 

strengthening measures to discourage 
speculation would help mitigate the 
risk of a boom and bust cycle. The IMF 
feel recently imposed macroprudential 
regulations are supporting these efforts 
while helping to protect the soundness 
of the banking system. 

Saudi receive favourable IMF report 

The IMF released its Mission Statement 
at the Conclusion of 2014 Article IV 
Discussions with Saudi Arabia on 20 
May 2014. The IMF concluded that the 
economic outlook in Saudi Arabia 
continues to be favourable; growth 
above 4 percent is expected in 2014 and 
2015 led mainly by government 
spending and robust private sector 
activity. Inflation is likely to remain 
subdued.  

The IMF noted the progress made on 
the government’s economic reform and 
investment program to further develop 
and diversify the economy and create 
jobs. It welcomed the actions initiated 
to strengthen the fiscal framework. The 
IMF recommended introducing a 
medium-term budget framework and 
developing tools to manage the 
volatility of oil revenues. Though 
monetary and macroprudential policy 
settings are appropriate, the IMF 
recommended that equity prices are 
carefully monitored and introducing a 

formal macroprudential framework to 
strengthen the financial stability 
framework. 

IMF congratulates Qatar 

The IMF congratulated Qatar on having 
the highest GDP per capita in the world 
in its Article IV Country Report on 6 
May 2014. The IMF feels high 
hydrocarbon prices and a large public 
investment program to support 
economic diversification insulates 
Qatar from sluggish global growth.  

The fund commended Qatar for 
implementing an ambitious financial 
regulatory agenda, including 
establishing an umbrella advisory 
committee (Financial Stability and Risk 
Committee) and issuing a final Basel III 
circular. It notes that the banks remain 
well capitalized and liquid, but that 
authorities should carefully monitor 
vulnerabilities through an enhanced 
early warning system. The measures to 
further financial deepening and 
encourage private sector development 
are also welcomed. 

The IMF warned of the potential 
inflation growth in the near term and 
over-capacity in the medium term as a 
result of the large public investment 
program. The possibility of a sharp 
decline in oil and gas prices remains the 
main medium-term risk though the 
IMF notes that Qatari authorities have 

ample fiscal and external buffers to deal 
with contingencies. 

IMF calls for economic transformation 

The IMF released Arab Economic 
Transformation amid Political 
Transitions on 11 April 2014, a study 
examining the economies of Egypt, 
Jordan, Morocco, Yemen, Tunisia, and 
Libya.  

The IMF feels that unless strong 
economic and financial reforms are 
implemented, recovery will be 
insufficient to reduce the region’s high 
rates of unemployment in a meaningful 
way, particularly among women and 
youth. The IMF recommended: 

 creating more jobs in the near term 

 reducing vulnerabilities to safeguard 
economic stability 

 setting in motion reforms to 
generate higher and more inclusive 
growth in coming years 

 deepening trade integration 

The IMF concludes that the near-term 
economic outlook remains challenging 
and that the priority for the coming 
year is maintaining economic stability. 

http://www.imf.org/external/np/ms/2014/052714a.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/np/ms/2014/052714a.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/pr/2014/pr14229.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/pr/2014/pr14229.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/pr/2014/pr14229.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/scr/2014/cr14108.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/dp/2014/1401mcd.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/dp/2014/1401mcd.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/dp/2014/1401mcd.pdf
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Regulatory reform 
SAMA reviews a job well done 

Governor of SAMA, Dr Fahad 
Almubarak, reviewed the economic, 
financial and supervisory developments 
in Saudi Arabia in a speech to the BIS, 
published 11 April 2014. He began with 
a summary of the continued economic 
growth in the Kingdom, low inflation, 
and a surplus in the national budget. 
Almubarak attributed the positive 
results to updated and improving 
regulations and enhancement of the 
business environment, which promoted 
domestic and foreign investments. The 
growth was also attributed to the 
finance provided by the domestic banks 
and specialized credit funds to the 
various economic activities in the 
Kingdom. 

The governor directly addressed 
SAMA’s banking supervision, revealing 
that Domestic banks maintained 
financial solvency, recording a capital 
adequacy ratio of 17.9 percent at the 
end of 2013. Driven by the aim of 
achieving a better retail service to a 
larger portion of citizens and 
expatriates, bank branches operating in 
the Kingdom grew to 1,768 branches 
and 13,883 ATMs by the end of 2013.  

On insurance the governor feels the 
Kingdom’s sector witnessed a ‘quantum 
leap’ over the past few years, 
represented by developed potentials, 
skills and technical expertise of 
companies and their staff. He felt that 
SAMA’s introduction of laws obliging 
insurance companies to settle 
customers' claims in 15 days has helped 
the market grow.  

Almubarak highlighted the other 
finance laws SAMA has published. He 
felt these laws brought Saudi Arabia  in 
line with the best internationally 
recognised practices, ensuring the 
soundness of the sector and its stability, 
fairness of its transactions, in addition 
to encouraging competition. He also 
highlighted the Department of 
Consumer Protection which ensures 
customer complaints are dealt with 
sufficiently. The governor reminded the 
audience that SAMA attaches great 
importance to protecting the rights of 
customers and raising the level of 
services provided to them. 

Stress testing 
Omani oil stress 

The CBO published results of its 
banking stress test in the Financial 
Stability Review on 20 May 2014. The 
results showed that local banks in 

Oman can withstand a hypothetical 
liquidity crisis for 17 days with cash and 
securities.  Foreign banks could survive 
the same crisis for 25 days. The CBO 
estimates the banking sector would 
need liquidity supply to the tune of 
OMR 2.3 billion to sustain for a month. 

In the financial stability review the CBO 
identified the high level of 
concentration risk and potential of 
contagion risk from overseas as areas 
for concern. Oman’s top five banks 
accounted for 80% of the total banking 
assets in 2013. The government’s 
deposits constituted a third of total 
deposits. 

The CBO is also concerned that the gap 
between global oil prices and the 
breakeven in oil prices in Oman is 
narrowing quickly, reflecting an 
imminent fiscal risk. From a price of 
USD 96.9 per barrel, the gap is 
projected to move into negative 
territory through 2014 with a deficit-
GDP ratio of 3.8% and 7.8% for 2015 
and 2016 respectively (falling from a 
surplus of 5.3% in 2013 and 0.2% in 
2014). This leaves the Omani economy 
highly susceptible to oil price shocks. 
The resulting impact on the GDP of a 
severe shock in oil prices are 
substantial, as a decline of USD 20 in 
oil prices would translate into 0.9 

percentage points decline in the real 
GDP growth in Oman. 

   

http://www.bis.org/review/r140411c.htm
http://www.cbo-oman.org/FinancialStability/CBOFSR20May2014.pdf
http://www.cbo-oman.org/FinancialStability/CBOFSR20May2014.pdf
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International 
announcements 

Capital and liquidity  
Controlling large exposures 

The Basel Committee published its 
Supervisory framework for measuring 
and controlling large exposures (large 
exposure regime) on 15 April 2014.  

The large exposure regime is designed 
to protect banks from significant losses 
caused by the sudden default of a single 
counterparty or group of connected 
counterparties.  

Under new rules, a bank's exposures to 
a single counterparty cannot exceed 
25% of Tier 1 capital. This limit also 
applies to a bank’s exposure to 
identified groups of connected 
counterparties. A tighter limit of 15% of 
Tier 1 capital will apply to exposures 
between banks that have been 
designated G-SIBs.  

This final standard reflects feedback on 
the original March 2013 proposals:  

 increasing the definition and the 
reporting thresholds to 10% of the 
eligible capital base (instead of the 
5% initially proposed) 

 modifying the treatment of a limited 
range of credit default swaps used as 
hedges in the trading book to align it 
more closely with the risk-based 
capital framework 

 replacing the granularity threshold 
initially proposed for exposures to 
securitisation vehicles with a 
materiality threshold related to the 
capital base of the bank (calibrated 
at 0.25% of the capital base). 

The new rules will take effect from 1 
January 2019. 

By 2016 the Basel Committee plans to 
review the appropriateness of setting a 
large exposure limit for exposures to 
qualifying central counterparties 
related to clearing activities, which are 
currently exempted. It also intends to 
review the impact of the large 
exposures framework on monetary 
policy implementation. 

New Basel FAQs on LCR 

On 16 April 2014, the Basel Committee 
issued frequently asked questions 
(FAQs) on Basel III's liquidity coverage 
ratio (LCR), elaborating on the text 
published in January 2013. To promote 
consistent global implementation of 
those requirements, the Committee has 
agreed to periodically review FAQs and 
publish answers along with technical 

details on the rules and interpretative 
guidance. 

Finalising CCP exposure capital 
requirements 

The Basel Committee published its 
capital requirements for bank 
exposures to CCPs on 10 April 2014. It 
has revised the interim framework to 
reflect conclusions from the joint 
quantitative impact study and the 
feedback received from its June 2013 
draft consultation.   

The final policy includes: 

 a new approach for determining the 
capital requirements for bank 
exposures to QCCPs 

 an explicit cap on the capital charges 
applied to bank exposures to QCCPs 

 detailed treatment for multi-level 
client structures 

 answers to frequently asked 
questions about the revised policy 
framework. 

The new capital requirements apply 
from 1 January 2017. Until then the 
interim capital requirements remain in 
effect. 

Consumer protection 
IOSCO educates the masses 

In the Strategic Framework for 
Investor Education and Financial 
Literacy published on 28 May 2014, 
IOSCO described how it sees its role.  It 
believes that the need for investor 
education and financial literacy has 
never been greater.  The onus is falling 
increasingly on retail investors to invest 
for their futures at a time when 
investment product options are 
becoming more complex, and 
fraudsters more wily. 

In June 2013, IOSCO established a 
Committee on Retail Investors to 
address financial literacy issues. By 
means of the strategic framework, 
IOSCO is consulting on the committee’s 
proposed mandate. Topping the 
priority list is improving knowledge of 
basic core competencies for investing, 
followed by developing financial 
literacy programmes to meet the needs 
of specific audiences (e.g. women and 
the elderly), and then incorporating 
insights from behavioural economics 
into education programmes.  

The consultation closes 31 July 2014 

http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs283.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs283.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs284.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs284.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs282.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs282.pdf
http://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD441.pdf
http://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD441.pdf
http://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD441.pdf
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Islamic finance 
UK to issue first Sukuk 

The British government announced its 
intentions to issue a sovereign Sukuk 
on 12 June 2014. This will make the UK 
the first western nation to issue a 
sovereign Islamic bond. 

The UK sovereign Sukuk will have a 
maturity of 5 years and use the Al-Ijara 
structure. The Sukuk will be 
underpinned by rental income from 
three central government office 
properties that remain in government 
ownership throughout. 

The UK announced the appointment of 
a syndicate of four additional Joint 
Lead Managers (to join HSBC) to 
deliver the planned sale. The Joint Lead 
Managers in addition to HSBC are: 

 Barwa Bank 

 CIMB 

 National Bank of Abu Dhabi 

 Standard Chartered. 

The issue is part of the government’s 
long term economic plan to establish 
the UK as the undisputed centre of the 
global financial system. 

Other regulatory 
Preparing for Brisbane 

On 4 April 2014 the FSB chairman sent 
a letter to G20 Finance Ministers and 
Central Bank Governors on their plans 
for the November 2014 G20 summit in 
Brisbane. 

The FSB intends to publish a 
consultation on ‘gone-concern loss-
absorbing capacity’ (GLAC), an exercise 
which assesses the capacity of G-SIFIs 
to absorb losses when they fail. The 
FSB will be seeking agreement at the 
Brisbane Summit on three issues:  

 the criteria that liabilities should 
meet to be considered as GLAC 

 the appropriate amount of GLAC 
banks should hold 

 where this should be held in the 
banks’ group structure.  

The new framework will be applied to 
the list of 29 G-SIFIs after the 
consultation is completed and a 
‘comprehensive’ impact assessment is 
finalised. For the insurance industry, 
the IAIS will use the Brisbane Summit 
to finalise the basic capital requirement 
on which high loss absorbency for G-
SIIs will be built. 

On cross-border resolution, the FSB is 
working with the financial industry to 
establish a contractual approach to 
temporary stays ahead of the Brisbane 
summit. It is going to call on National 
Finance Ministers to ‘empower’ their 
resolution authorities to ‘co-operate 
fully’ with their counterparts in other 
countries, partly by recognising foreign 
resolution actions and ensuring that 
debt issued under foreign law includes 
contractual recognition provisions so 
that bail-in is effective in a cross-border 
context. 

Reiterating the importance of co-
operation, the FSB plans to start 
information sharing on shadow 
banking with authorities in May and to 
report initial findings in Brisbane. It 
intends to finalise the framework for 
haircuts and haircut floors in repo and 
securities financing transactions before 
the summit. The FSB will launch a peer 
review on national implementation of 
its Policy Framework for 
Strengthening Oversight and 
Regulation of Shadow Banking 
Entities (August 2013) after the 
summit. 

The OTC Derivatives Regulators Group 
(ODRG) will report in September and 
November on how it will approach 
problems on the cross-border 

implementation of reforms. The FSB 
plans to publish a report in September 
on the ‘established processes’ in each 
country to enable deferral to the OTC 
derivative rules of others where these 
achieve similar outcomes. Finally, the 
FSB intends to publish a report on 
approaches to aggregating and sharing 
derivatives data amongst authorities. 

The FSB surveyed its members and 
found little appetite to change its 
membership structure to a consistency-
based membership structure.  Members 
feared this type of structure would 
make discussions more ‘rigid’. The 
survey found little support for 
considering the exit of any member 
country or making room for new types 
of institutions. 

FSB looks at supervision 

On 7 April 2014 the FSB published 
Final Guidance on Supervisory 
Interaction with Financial Institutions 
on Risk Culture: A Framework for 
Assessing Risk Culture to help national 
supervisors strengthen risk 
management practices in financial 
institutions. The guidance should assist 
both financial institutions and their 
supervisors in understanding whether 
firms’ risk cultures support appropriate 
behaviours and judgments. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/britain-set-to-become-first-western-nation-to-issue-a-sovereign-islamic-bond
http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_140411.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_130829c.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_130829c.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_130829c.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_130829c.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/140407.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/140407.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/140407.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/140407.pdf
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The FSB also published Supervisory 
Intensity and Effectiveness: Progress 
report on enhanced supervision on 7 
April 2014. This report describes the 
changes in supervisory practices since 
the financial crisis and identifies areas 
that require further work. For example, 
the FSB wants supervisors to continue 
to stress the importance of 
strengthening risk management and 
measurement to financial institutions 
even in the current environment of 
regulatory reform. It also wants 
supervisors to develop methods to 
judge supervisory effectiveness in the 
light of the changes implemented 
within supervision so far.  

Both papers form part of the FSB's 
initiative to increase the intensity and 
effectiveness of supervision. The FSB 
aims to support well-informed and 
forward-looking risk decisions by 
institutions. 

Harmonising point of sale disclosures 

The Joint Forum (BCBS, IAIS and 
IOSCO) published a final report on 
point of sale disclosure in the 
insurance, banking and securities 
sectors on 30 April 2014. The Joint 
Forum identified differences in point of 
sale disclosure requirements across 
different sectors and jurisdictions.  

In light of its findings, the Joint Forum 
issued eight recommendations, 
including that firms should: 

 provide customers with point of sale 
information free of charge before 
the time of purchase 

 include the same type of 
information to facilitate the 
comparison of products.  

Recognising the diverse nature of 
practices observed, the Joint Forum is 
aiming for the recommendations aim to 
apply in a wide range of sectors and 
jurisdictions. 

Securities & derivatives 
FSB urges G20 to complete margin 
rules 

The FSB published its OTC Derivatives 
Market Reforms: Seventh Progress 
Report on Implementation on 8 April 
2014. 

The FSB finds that key international 
policy standards are complete in most 
commitment areas but detailed 
implementation requirements and 
effective dates vary considerably 
between jurisdictions: 

 Trade reporting - the FSB expects 
that only three jurisdictions will not 
have rules in place by end of 2014.   

 Capital - 15 FSB members have 
implemented Basel III standards. 
Remaining standards on the 
treatment of banks’ exposures to 
CCPs are nearly complete.   

 Central clearing - only six 
jurisdictions are expected to have 
central clearing rules in effect by 
end of 2014.   

 Non-centrally cleared margin 
requirements - a limited number of 
jurisdictions have started 
developing rules to implement the 
Basel Committee/IOSCO Margin 
Standards for Non-centrally 
Derivatives.   

 Organised platform trading - only 
three jurisdictions have rules in 
force.   

The FSB believes that overlapping, 
duplicative, inconsistent, conflicting 
international requirements are 
undermining implementation and the 
efficiency of the reforms.  The FSB 
supports the work of the OTC 
Derivative Regulators Group to 
continue to coordinate and resolve 
extra-territorial issues.    

The FSB urges all jurisdictions to 
complete remaining implementation 

rules by the November 2014 G20 
Leaders Summit. 

Varied implementation of market 
infrastructure principles 

CPSS-IOSCO published 
Implementation monitoring of the 
Principles for Financial Market 
Infrastructures (PFMIs): first update 
to Level 1 assessment report on 28 May 
2014. The PFMIs were published in 
April 2012 and aim to ensure the safety 
and soundness of financial market 
infrastructures and to support the 
resilience of the global financial system.  

CPSS-IOSCO notes that 
implementation of the PFMIs has 
varied across different types of FMIs: 
progress has been better for CCPs, TRs, 
and payment systems, while progress 
for CSDs and securities settlement 
systems has lagged behind. 

IOSCO identifies work on market 
finance 

The IOSCO published notes from its 
Board meeting on 12 June 2014. During 
the week-long meeting the Board 
progressed efforts to support the G20-
FSB efforts to restore stability in the 
global financial system and build 
economic growth. In particular the 
Board discussed:  

https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_140407.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_140407.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_140407.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/joint35.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_140408.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_140408.pdf
https://www.financialstabilityboard.org/publications/r_140408.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/cpss117.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/cpss117.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/cpss117.pdf
http://www.bis.org/publ/cpss117.pdf
http://www.iosco.org/news/pdf/IOSCONEWS333.pdf
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 methodologies for identifying non-
bank G-SIFIs or activities in the 
areas of asset management and 
market intermediaries 

 the role of capital markets and 
securities regulators in supporting 
long-term finance 

 the implementation of IOSCO 
Principles on Financial 
Benchmarks, the IOSCO Principles 
for Oil Price Reporting Agencies 
and the IOSCO Principles for the 
Regulation and Supervision of 
Commodity Derivatives Markets. 

Members also discussed the results of 
the IOSCO Research Department’s 
latest market survey on market trends, 
which emphasises the growing leverage 
in securities markets, the impact of 
cross-border capital flows on emerging 
markets, financial risk disclosure, 
collateral management, and potential 
counterparty risk in central clearing 
houses. 

Accounting 

Hedging 
Discussion paper on macro hedging 

On 17 April 2014 the IASB published a 
discussion paper exploring an 
approach to better reflect entities’ 
dynamic risk management activities in 
their financial statements (known as 
macro hedging). The paper is relevant 
for all entities that use dynamic risk 
management strategies for open 
portfolios. The outcome of this project 
will replace the current fair value hedge 
accounting of interest rate risk in IAS 
39.  

The discussion paper closes for 
comments on 17 October 2014. See 
our Straight away publication for more 
details. 

IFRS 
Reviewing the Insurance Contracts 
project 

On 7 April 2014, the IASB published a 
Project Overview for the insurance 
contracts project, including tentative 
decisions from the latest IASB meeting 
in March 2014.  The presentation sets 
out steps the IASB took in 2013 and 
what we should expect over the coming 
months. 

IASB March meeting 

At their March education session and 
meeting (published in April 2014) the 
IASB discussed two of the five key areas 
for re-exposure: unlocking the 
contractual service margin (CSM) and 
recognising changes in discount rates in 
other comprehensive income (OCI).  

The IASB confirmed the proposals in 
the revised ED to unlock the CSM for 
changes in cash flows related to future 
coverage and other services.  Revising 
the ED, the IASB decided that 
favourable changes in estimates that 
relate to future coverage or other 
services and arise after losses have been 
recognised in profit or loss should be 
recognised immediately in profit or loss 
to the extent that they reverse those 
prior losses.  It agreed to another 
revision to the ED whereby the CSM 
would be unlocked for changes in the 
risk adjustment related to future 
coverage and other services.  

The IASB also revised its view on 
recognising changes in cash flows due 
to changes in discount rates.  While the 
ED mandated OCI treatment, the Board 
tentatively voted to allow an option 
between OCI and profit or loss.  But the 
Board raised questions about the 
appropriate unit of account for the 
option and whether the portfolio level 

suggested by the staff was at too 
granular a level.  The chairman directed 
the staff to work on the wording to 
ensure that there would be discipline 
around the option and sufficient 
restrictions around changes in the 
option. 

…and its April meeting 

At their April 2014 education session 
and meeting the IASB discussed the 
proposal for insurance contract revenue 
and a list of topics that will be discussed 
at future meetings.  The Board 
confirmed the proposal in the revised 
ED to require the presentation of 
insurance contract revenue for all 
insurance contracts in accordance with 
a prescribed calculation. Investment 
components are excluded from revenue 
because these amounts will have to be 
repaid to the policyholder. 

The Board also tentatively decided to 
prohibit the presentation of premium 
information in the statement of 
comprehensive income, because it is 
not consistent with commonly 
understood notions of revenue. This 
decision implies that entities will not be 
able to start the statement of 
comprehensive income with premiums 
written or due and then reconcile that 
number to revenue as proposed in the 
revised ED. 

http://www.iosco.org/research/pdf/swp/SWP5.pdf
http://www.iosco.org/research/pdf/swp/SWP5.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Financial-Instruments-A-Replacement-of-IAS-39-Financial-Instruments-Recognitio/Phase-III-Macro-hedge-accounting/DP-April-2014/Pages/Discussion-Paper-and-Comment-letters.aspx
https://inform.pwc.com/inform2/content?action=resource&id=0000017834527406.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Insurance-Contracts-project-update-April-2014.pdf
http://www.pwc.co.uk/gx/insurance/ifrs/assets/pwc-notes-of-iasb-meeting-march-2014.pdf
http://www.pwc.co.uk/gx/insurance/ifrs/assets/pwc-notes-of-iasb-meeting-march-2014.pdf
http://www.pwc.co.uk/gx/insurance/ifrs/assets/pwc-notes-of-iasb-meeting-april-2014.pdf
http://www.pwc.co.uk/gx/insurance/ifrs/assets/pwc-notes-of-iasb-meeting-april-2014.pdf
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The IASB agreed the list of topics 
(outside the five key areas for re-
exposure) to be re-debated at future 
meetings: 

 fixed fee service contracts 

 significant insurance risk guidance 

 the portfolio definition and unit of 
account 

 the discount rate for long term 
contracts and unobservable market 
data 

 asymmetrical treatment of 
reinsurance contracts  

 the recognition of contracts acquired 
through portfolio transfer or 
business combination  

 the allocation pattern for the 
contractual service margin (CSM).   

The Board doesn’t plan to reopen 
discussions on other topics voluntarily 
commented on by respondents to the 
revised ED (e.g. other aspects of the 
determination of the discount rate and 
the confidence level disclosure 
requirement). 

…and then in the May meeting 

The IASB met on 21 May 2014 to 
discuss recognising the contractual 
service margin in profit or loss and 

fixed-fee service contracts, significant 
insurance risk, portfolio transfers and 
business combinations, they tentatively 
decided for recognising the contractual 
service margin in profit or loss: 

 To confirm the principle in the 2013 
ED that an entity should recognise 
the remaining contractual service 
margin in profit or loss over the 
coverage period in the systematic 
way that best reflects the remaining 
transfer of the services that are 
provided under an insurance 
contract. 

 To clarify that, for contracts with no 
participating features, the service 
represented by the contractual 
service margin is insurance coverage 
that is provided on the basis of the 
passage of time and reflects the 
expected number of contracts in 
force. 

For fixed-fee service contracts, 
significant insurance risk, portfolio 
transfers and business combinations 
the IASB decided: 

 Entities should be permitted, but 
not required, to apply the revenue 
recognition standard to fixed-fee 
service contracts meeting the 
criteria in the 2013 ED.  

 To clarify the guidance that 
significant insurance risk only 
occurs when there is a possibility 
that an issuer will incur a loss on a 
present value basis. 

 To clarify the requirements, for 
contracts acquired through a 
portfolio transfer or a business 
combination, that such contracts 
should be accounted for as if they 
had been issued by the entity at the 
date of the portfolio transfer or 
business combination.  

Following their May meetings the IASB 
published: 

 IASB update – May meeting notes – 
insurance Contracts 

 Insurance Contracts podcast – 
Summary of tentative decisions 
from the May 2014 IASB meeting 

 Updated summary of effect of 
redeliberations on the Insurance 
Contracts ED (May 2014) – staff 
paper indicating where and how the 
proposals in the 2013 ED would 
change as a result of the IASB’s 
tentative decisions to May 2014 

 Updated insurance contracts 
project overview (May 2014). 

The IASB will continue its re-
deliberations on the Insurance 

Contracts project at the June 2014 
meeting. 

IASB insurance contracts paper 

The IASB published a staff paper ‘Effect 
of redeliberations on the ED insurance 
contracts’ on 16 April 2014, discussing 
where and how the proposals in the ED 
on insurance contracts would change as 
a result of the IASB’s tentative 
decisions to date.  So far, only three of 
the five points in the exposure draft 
have been re-deliberated: 

 adjusting the unearned profit from 
insurance contracts. 

 presentation of insurance contract 
revenue and expenses. 

 presentation of interest expense 

between profit or loss and the other 
comprehensive income. 

IFRS 15: the new revenue standard 

The IASB and FASB jointly issued a 
converged standard on the recognition 
of revenue from contracts with 
customers on 28 May 2014. The 
standard will improve the financial 
reporting of revenue and improve 
comparability of the top line in 
financial statements globally. 
Companies using IFRS will be required 
to apply the revenue standard for 
reporting periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2017, subject to EU 

http://media.ifrs.org/2014/IASB/May/IASB-Update-May-2014.html#1
http://media.ifrs.org/2014/IASB/May/IASB-Update-May-2014.html#1
http://media.ifrs.org/2014/Projects/Insurance-Contracts/InsuranceContracts_may2014.mp3
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Effect-of-Board-decisions-on-ED-May-2014.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Effect-of-Board-decisions-on-ED-May-2014.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Effect-of-Board-decisions-on-ED-May-2014.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Project-Update-May-2014.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Project-Update-May-2014.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Effect-Board-decisions-ED-April-2014.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Effect-Board-decisions-ED-April-2014.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Insurance-Contracts/Documents/2014/Effect-Board-decisions-ED-April-2014.pdf
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Revenue-Recognition/Project-news-history/Pages/Project-update-2-May-2014.aspx
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Revenue-Recognition/Project-news-history/Pages/Project-update-2-May-2014.aspx
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Revenue-Recognition/Project-news-history/Pages/Project-update-2-May-2014.aspx
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endorsement.  Public companies using 
US GAAP will be required to apply it for 
annual reporting periods beginning 
after 15 December 2016 (including 
interim reporting periods therein).  

Depreciation and amortisation 
clarified 

In Clarification of Acceptable Methods 
of Depreciation and Amortisation 
(Amendments to IAS 16 and IAS 38) 
the IASB clarified that the use of 
revenue-based methods to calculate the 
depreciation of an asset is not 
appropriate because revenue generated 
by an activity that includes the use of an 
asset generally reflects factors other 
than the consumption of the economic 
benefits embodied in the asset. The 
IASB has also clarified that revenue is 
generally presumed to be an 
inappropriate basis for measuring the 
consumption of the economic benefits 
embodied in an intangible asset.

http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Depreciation-and-Amortisation/Pages/Depreciation-and-Amortisation.aspx
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Depreciation-and-Amortisation/Pages/Depreciation-and-Amortisation.aspx
http://www.ifrs.org/Current-Projects/IASB-Projects/Depreciation-and-Amortisation/Pages/Depreciation-and-Amortisation.aspx
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ABC Anti-Bribery and Corruption 

ABS Asset Backed Security 

AIF Alternative Investment Fund 

AIFM Alternative Investment Fund Manager 

AIFMD Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 2011/61/EU 

AIMA Alternative Investment Management Association 

AML Anti-Money Laundering 

AML3 3rd Anti-Money Laundering Directive 2005/60/EC 

ASB UK Accounting Standards Board 

Basel 
Committee 

Basel Committee of Banking Supervision (of the BIS) 

Basel II Basel II: International Convergence of Capital Measurement 
and Capital Standards: a Revised Framework 

Basel III Basel III: International Regulatory Framework for Banks  

BIS Bank for International Settlements 

BoE Bank of England 

CASS Client Assets sourcebook 

CBB Central Bank of Bahrain 

CBK Central Bank of Kuwait 

CBO Central Bank of Oman 

CCPs Central Counterparties 

CDS Credit Default Swaps 

CET1  Core Equity Tier 1 

CFTC Commodities Futures Trading Commission (US) 

CFT Counter Terrorist Financing (translation) 

CGFS Committee on the Global Financial System (of the BIS) 

CIS Collective Investment Schemes 

CRAs Credit Rating Agencies 

CRD IV Capital Requirements Directive 2013/36/EU 

CRR Regulation on prudential requirements for credit institutions 
and investment firms and amending Regulation (EU) No 
648/2012 

CTF Counter Terrorist Financing 

 

Glossary 
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DFSA Dubai Financial Services Authority 

Dodd-Frank Act Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection 
Act (US) 

D-SIBs Domestically Systemically Important Banks 

EBA European Banking Authority 

EC European Commission 

ECB European Central Bank 

EEA European Economic Area 

EIOPA European Insurance and Occupations Pension Authority  

EMIR Regulation on OTC Derivatives, Central Counterparties and 
Trade Repositories (EC) No 648/2012 

EP European Parliament 

ESMA European Securities and Markets Authority 

FASB Financial Accounting Standards Board (US) 

FATCA Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (US) 

FATF Financial Action Task Force 

FC Financial counterparty under EMIR 

FCA Financial Conduct Authority  

FDIC Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (US) 

FMI Financial Market Infrastructure 

FRC Financial Reporting Council 

FSB Financial Stability Board 

FSI Financial Stability Institute (of the BIS) 

FSOC Financial Stability Oversight Council 

FTT Financial Transaction Tax 

G30 Group of 30 

GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 

GCC Gulf Cooperation Council 

G-SIBs Globally Systemically Important Banks 

G-SIFIs Globally Systemically Important Financial Institutions 

G-SIIs Globally Systemically Important Insurers 

IAIS International Association of Insurance Supervisors 

IASB International Accounting Standards Board  

IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards 

IFSB Islamic Financial Services Board 
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IMF International Monetary Fund 

IOSCO International Organisations of Securities Commissions 

ISDA International Swaps and Derivatives Association 

ITS Implementing Technical Standards 

LCR Liquidity coverage ratio 

LIBOR London Interbank Offered Rate 

MiFID Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004/39/EC 

MiFID II Proposed Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (recast) 
(COM(2011) 656 final)  

MiFIR Proposed Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (EC) 
(COM(2011) 652 final) 

NAV Net Asset Value 

NSFR Net stable funding ratio 

OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

PCBS Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards 

PRA Prudential Regulation Authority 

QCB Qatar Central Bank 

QFC Authority Qatar Financial Centre Authority 

QFCA Qatar Financial Centre Authority 

QFCRA Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority 

RDR Retail Distribution Review 

RRPs Recovery and Resolution Plans 

RTS Regulatory Technical Standards 

SAMA Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency 

SEC Securities and Exchange Commission (US) 

SIPP Self-invested personal pension scheme 

SOCA Serious Organised Crime Agency 

Solvency II Directive 2009/138/EC 

SSAP Statements of Standard Accounting Practice 

T2S TARGET2-Securities 

TR Trade Repository 

UCITS Undertakings for Collective Investments in Transferable 
Securities 
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